
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

“By	Heaven,	I’ll	Show	You!”		
The	Invisible	Man	

Mobius	Model	by	Paul	Haug	
	
I	was	very	impressed	with	the	figure	of	The	Invisible	Man	by	Moebius.	I	thought	
it	was	very	well	sculpted	and	well	molded.	I	like	the	kit,	but	I	envisioned	a	wall	
behind	 the	 figure	and	 I	have	wanted	 to	 try	my	hand	at	 scratch	building.	 So	 I	

decided	to	scratch	build	the	
scene	that	the	Invisible	Man	
would	be	standing	in.		

This	diorama	is	based	on	the	
book	 by	 H.G.	 Wells	 rather	
that	the	original	movie.	This	
kit	 shows	 the	 scene	 where	
‘the	visitor’	 reveals	himself:	
“I’ll	show	you.	By	Heaven.	I’ll	
show	 you.”,	 to	 quote	
H.G.Wells.	This	is	also	where	
the	title	of	the	piece	comes	
from.	

There	was	a	large	amount	of	
research	done	starting	with	
reading	 the	 book	 (quite	 a	
good	read).	Unfortunately,	I	
could	 not	 find	 the	 Inn	 the	
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(Continued	from	Page	1)			book	speaks	of	(it	may	
have	been	fictional).	Careful	research	was	done	of	
Iping,	England	where	the	story	takes	place,	for	Inns	
and	 how	 they	 looked	 in	 the	 late	 1800s	 and	 for	
period	 clothing	 styles	 and	 colors.	 Then	 note	was	
taken	of	the	setting	as	described	in	the	book	and	
all	of	that	was	used	to	create	this	diorama.	

The	book	spoke	of	the	many	bottles	the	visitor	had	
and	 how	 the	 bottles	 and	 apparatus	 filled	 the	
chiffonier,	 tables	and	even	the	windowsill.	 I	used	
the	 bottles	 that	 came	 with	 the	 kit	 as	 they	 were	
rather	well	done	and	had	a	lot	of	variety.	I	painted	
the	 inside	of	 some	and	put	various	substances	 in	
others.	I	used	a	bit	of	a	down	feather	from	a	swan	
inside	 the	 evaporation	 flask	 to	 look	 like	 steam.	
(Figure	1)	

The	story	mentioned	a	chiffonier	and	a	table	filled	with	his	bottles.	
I	 researched	 what	 a	 chiffonier	 was	 and	 how	 they	 looked	 in	
Southern	England	in	the	late	1800s.	I	settled	on	a	simple	yet	sturdy	
table	design	like	what	was	found	in	Inns	of	the	period.	I	drew	plans,	
got	some	basswood	and	hand-built	the	furniture.	(Figure	2)	

Researched	 showed	 how	 windows	 were	 made	 and	 then	 using	
basswood	 and	 balsa	 the	 window	 was	 created	 with	 the	 same	
methods	 (in	 miniature).	 I	 cut	 the	 boards	 for	 the	 floor	 from	
basswood	and	laid	them	piece-by-piece	onto	the	base.	I	made	the	
wall	from	layers	of	foam	core	and	painted	it	with	interior	house	
paint,	which	 created	 some	nice	 scale	 texture.	 The	 baseboard	 is	
balsa	and	the	window	trim	is	basswood.		(Figure	3)	

The	book	also	mentioned	his	diary	(his	notes	of	his	experiments),	
so	I	made	and	bound	a	book	in	miniature	just	the	way	full	sized	
books	are	made.	 (See	Figure	1)	 In	addition,	his	glasses	 (goggles)	
were	cut	out	to	add	the	blue	lenses	mentioned	in	the	book.	

The	miniature	rug	he	stands	on	was	purchased	from	a	dollhouse	
supplier.	The	curtain	rod	is	brass	and	the	curtains	were	made	from	
fabric.	The	window	shade	was	made	using	a	sheet	of	a	textured	
vinyl	wrapped	 around	 a	 brass	 rod.	 The	 ‘glass’	 in	 the	window	 is	
acetate.	His	shirt	cuffs	are	made	from	paper	with	brass	pinheads	
for	cuff	links.	(Figures	3	&	4)	

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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The	 story	 takes	 place	 during	
the	 winter	 so	 the	 snow	 bank	
against	 the	wall	 ‘outside’	was	
made	 of	 Styrofoam	 and	
Woodland	Scenes	brand	snow.	

Finally,	 I	 assembled	 the	 case	
around	 the	 finished	 scene.	
(Figure	5)		

There	were	70	fun	filled	hours	
logged	 on	 this	 project.	 It	 has	
been	 awarded	 First	 Place	 and	
Best	 of	 Show	 in	 the	 Science	
Fiction	Category	at	OmaCon.	

There	were	70	
fun	filled	hours	
logged	on	this	
Invisible	Man	
model	project	
from	Mobius	

Figure 3 

Figure 4 Figure 5 
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Coming	to	the	Special	Fort	Crook	June	Meeting…	

Monogram	Memorial	Contest	
Friday,	June	22nd	2018	

As	you	know	Revell	USA,	 the	owner	of	 the	Monogram	 logo	and	molds	has	gone	bankrupt	and	everything	 is	
moving	to	Germany.	There’s	more	to	that	story,	but	let’s	keep	it	simple.	We	at	Fort	Crook	have	decided	to	have	
a	wake	as	Monogram	leaves	our	shores	perhaps	forever.	

We	will	celebrate	Monogram’s	contributions	to	modeling	with	a	special	contest	at	our	June	Meeting.	So	pick	a	
favorite	Monogram	kit	and	build	 it.	 	When	you	were	younger	and	you	built	a	Monogram	kit,	modeling	was	
simpler.	Just	build	your	Monogram	model	and	bring	it	along	with	the	Monogram	box	to	the	June	meeting.	

Figure 5 
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Monogram	Memorial	Contest	Rules:	
• Build	it	essentially	out-of-the-box.	

• Different	decals	are	fine,	and	if	you	just	have	to	change	the	seat	or	add	an	antenna-	its	your	celebration!	

• Let’s	just	not	celebrate	Monogram	with	an	attack	of	Advanced	Modelers	Syndrome.	

• No	re-issued	Hasegwa	or	Revell	molds	packaged	as	Monogram	Pro-Modeler	kits	will	be	allowed.	

• Bring	the	finished	kit	along	with	the	original	Monogram	box.	

• The	contest	will	feature	two	categories	with	the	divisions	to	Be	Determined.	

All	Regional	Modelers	are	invited	to	this	no-cost	event	
We	are	inviting	regional	modelers	from	Des	Moines,	Kansas	City	and	even	from	Colorado	Springs	to	join	this	
special	meeting	so	mark	your	calendar,	the	celebration	of	Monogram	is	Friday	evening,	June	22nd	starting	at	
6:30	pm	at	our	usual	meeting	location	at	the	NRD	Headquarters	located	at	154th	and	Giles	Road	in	Omaha.	

  
We	will	celebrate	with	Pizza	and	Refreshments	provided	by	Fort	Crook	

	
	

JOIN	IPMS/USA	TODAY	
IPMS/USA	is	dedicated	to	the	hobby	(and	fun)	of	Scale	Modeling.	It	was	started	by	Jim	Sage,	of	Dallas,	Texas,	in	
1964.	There	are	now	branches	of	IPMS	all	over	the	world.	Our	Local	Regions	and	Chapters	sponsor	model	shows	

and	contests	every	year,	but	you	needn't	be	a	member	to	
visit	the	shows	or	attend	the	club	meetings!	

With	 IPMS/USA	 Membership,	 you	 will	 receive	 the	
outstanding	IPMS/USA	Journal	six	times	a	year	-	it	includes	
features	 on	 all	modeling	 subjects	 such	 as	 aircraft,	 armor,	
automotive,	ships,	figures	-	you	name	it!	You	will	also	find	
listings	of	 IPMS	contests,	 swap	meets,	hints	and	 tips,	and	
reviews.	

Membership	also	qualifies	you	to	participate	 in	 IPMS/USA	
sanctioned	 contests,	 and	 particularly	 in	 our	 World-
famous	 National	 Convention,	 held	 each	 summer.	 As	 a	
member,	you'll	also	be	able	to	access	our	online	Discussion	
Board	and	enjoy	interaction	with	other	serious	modelers	for	
help	 with	 questions	 about	 modeling	 techniques	 or	 the	
Society	in	general.	Many	Hobby	Shops	and	Model	Vendors	
around	the	USA	offer	discounts	to	IPMS/USA	Members.	
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USS	Lexington	located	under	the	Coral	Sea	
Billionaire	 Paul	 Allen,	 the	 Microsoft	
co-founder	 has	 made	 another	 huge	
nautical	 find	 -	 this	 time	 the	 USS	
Lexington,	 which	 was	 lost	 at	 the	
Battle	of	Coral	Sea	76	years	ago.		

The	 expedition	 crew	 of	 Allen’s	
personal	 research	 ship	 R/V	 Petrel	
found	the	remarkably	well-preserved	
“Lady	Lex”	two	miles	below	and	about	
500	 miles	 off	 the	 eastern	 coast	 of	
Australia,	according	to	USNI	News.	As	
the	Lexington	was	struck	by	multiple	
Japanese	 torpedoes	 and	 bombs	 on	
May	 8,	 1942,	 some	 216	 Lexington	
sailors	 were	 killed	 in	 the	 fight,	 and	
nearby	U.S.	ships	rescued	2,770	of	the	
carrier’s	 remaining	 sailors.	 Once	
evacuated,	the	ship	was	torpedoed	by	
the	 USS	 Phelps	 to	 prevent	 her	
capture.	 Allen	 said	 on	 his	 Twitter	
account	that	the	ship	went	down	with	
35	 planes,	 11	 of	 which	 had	 been	
found	so	far	by	his	expedition.		

It	 is	amazing	to	see	these	 intact	TBD	
Devastators	 sitting	 on	 the	 sea	 floor.	
There	 are	 no	 surviving	 TBDs	 in	
museums	 or	 private	 hands	 though	
four	 wrecks	 have	 been	 previously	
located	under	the	seas.	The	US	Navy	
is	 notorious	 for	 not	 relinquishing	
ownership	 of	 ANYTHING	 and	 so	
requests	to	recover	the	wreck	found	
in	 the	 Atlantic	 were	 denied.	 Now	
there	are	seven	more	located	and	while	they	will	probably	never	be	recovered	(even	if	someone	could	figure	a	
way	to	bring	a	couple	up	from	two	miles	down	the	USN	would	never	approve)	These	are	excellent	examples	of	
TBDs	that	modelers	can	surely	appreciate.		
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Upcoming	Local	and		
Regional	Events	

Wednesday,	May	16	
Meeting:	6:30	PM	at	NRD	
Contest:	At	the	Movies	–	Anything	from	a	movie	

May	19	
Region	5	Regional,	Branson,	MO	

Thursday,	May	31	
Business	Meeting:	7:00	PM,	Papillion	Sump	Memorial	
Library	

June	2-3	
Wonderfest,	Louisville,	KY	

FRIDAY	JUNE	22	(Note	Special	Meeting	Day)	
Meeting:	6:30	PM	at	NRD	
Contest:	Monogram	Memorial	Wake	&	Contest	
Pizza	and	Drinks	will	be	provided	

Thursday,	June	28	
Business	Meeting:	7:00	PM,	Papillion	Sump	Memorial	
Library	

July	13-15	
Ocomicon,	Council	Bluffs,	IA	

Wednesday,	July	18	
Meeting:	6:30	PM	at	NRD	
Contest:	Same	Plane	–	Eduard	Spitfires	

July	20	Friday	Evening	
Annual	Club	Picnic	at	Scott	&	Nancy	Hackneys	

Thursday,	July	26	
Business	Meeting:	7:00	PM,	Papillion	Sump	Memorial	
Library	

August	1-4	
IPMS	National	Convention,	Phoenix,	AZ	

	

Contact Us 

On The Web 

Facebook 

Email  

 

President 
Randy Fields 

Vice President 
Carl Rath 

Treasurer 
Brian Smith 

Secretary 
Bill Whipple 

IPMS/USA 
Contact 
Scott Hackney	
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Fort Crook May Meeting 
May 16th, 2018 starting at 6:30 PM 

 

Meeting Kicks Off 

 Welcome New Modelers and Guests 

 What is in the May Raffle 

 Model Show and Tell -  
Show what you have been working on 

 Break and Raffle Tickets 

 Spitfires –  
Jay Chladek will present a short history of the 
Spitfire including information on the Mk.IX that is our 
special contest for July. 

 May Contest “At the Movies” –   
This month’s contest is anything that has appeared 
in the movies. 

 Raffle Drawing (Look to the left) 

 Modeling Techniques:  
Working With Etched Brass 
Tom Burns and Steve Finley will give us techniques 
for working with etched brass after-market products –  

 Contest Results 

 Meeting Adjourns 

 After meeting at the Cracker Barrel 

 See Everyone Next Wednesday May 16th 

	

	

	
	
	

	
May	Meeting	
Raffle	Prizes	

Airfix	1/48	Gloster	
Meteor	F.8	

Mobius	1/350	
USS	Franklin	

Takom	1/35	Scale		
M-3	Lee	Late	
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Converting Model Scales…Getting It Right  
The First Time 

	

Enlarging	 or	 reducing	 plans	 to	meet	 your	modeling	 needs...How	do	 I	 enlarge	 1/72nd	 scale	 plans	 to	 1/48th	
scale.		Here	is	a	simple	explanation	to	making	accurate	conversions	between	scales.	

Calculating	an	enlargement	or	reduction	percentage?	
Let’s	say	you	have	a	set	of	1/72nd	scale	plans	and	your	working	with	a	1/48th	scale	model	and	you	want	to	
enlarge	the	plans	to	1/48th	scale.	The	formula	for	this	step	is	you	divide	the	scale	of	the	drawing	by	the	scale	
you	want	then	express	the	result	as	a	percentage:	
		

	Scale	of	Drawing	
--------------------------					=					The	Conversion	%	
The	Desired	Scale	
		

EXAMPLE	#1		
Let’s	say	you	have	a	set	of	1/72nd	scale	plans	and	would	like	them	enlarged	to	1/48th	scale.		The	formula	
would	look	like	this:	

							72	
--------------					=					1.5	or	150%	
							48	

This	means	when	you	use	a	copier	to	enlarge	the	drawings	you	would	set	it	to	150%.		The	resulting	copy	will	
be	1/48th	scale.	
		
	
EXAMPLE	#2		
Now	if	you	are	converting	1/32nd	scale	drawings	to	1/48th	scale	the	same	formula	still	works	and	would	be	as	
follows:	

							32	
--------------					=					.66	or	66%	
							48	

This	means	when	you	use	a	copier	to	reduce	the	drawings	you	would	set	it	to	66%	of	the	original.	
		
Double	Check	Your	Math...	
One	way	to	check	your	math	is	if	your	converting	to	a	scale	larger	than	the	plans	then	the	percentage	will	always	
be	larger	than	100.		If	you	are	converting	to	a	scale	smaller	than	your	plans,	then	the	percentage	will	always	be	
smaller	than	100.		(Continued	on	Page	10)	
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Converting Model Scales 
Listed below is a handy conversion percentage chart between scales 

  
Drawing Scale  Model Scale      Percent 

1/16 1/24 67% 
1/35 1/54 65% 
1/24 1/48 50% 
1/32 1/48 67% 
1/35 1/48 73% 
1/35 1/72 49% 
1/35 1/32 109% 
1/48 1/32 150% 
1/48 1/35 137% 
1/48 1/72 67% 
1/48 1/144 33% 

1/144 1/72 200% 
1/144 1/48 300% 
1/32 1/144 22% 
1/48 1/144 33% 
1/72 1/144 50% 

1/700 1/350 200% 
1/350 1/700 50% 
1/200 1/350 57% 

	
	

Fort	Crook	May	Contest	“At	the	Movies”	
This month’s contest is anything that has appeared in the movies…Bring your favorite movie model. 
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Using	Mr.	Surfacer	as	a	Primer	and	Filler	
Mr.	Surfacer	from	Gunze	Sangyo	can	fill	a	number	of	rolls	during	a	models	construction	

Modelers	 are	 always	 looking	 for	 a	 product	 or	 tool	 that	will	 improve	 the	 finished	 look	of	 their	model	while	

eliminating	construction	time	and	headaches.	At	least	for	me	filling	seams	and	priming	model	aircraft	has	always	

been	a	real	pain	 in	the	a**.	After	reading	a	couple	of	online	articles	touting	the	attributes	of	Mr.	Surfacer	 I	

decided	to	give	it	a	try.		

Gunze	Sangyo’s	Mr.	Surfacer	is	a	primer,	that's	available	in	both	spray	can	and	bottle.	What	is	Mr.	Surfacer?	It	

is	a	thin	filler,	almost	the	consistency	of	paint.	It	works	great	for	filling	small	gaps,	seams	and	scratches.	It	is	easy	

to	apply	and	quickly	dries	to	a	smooth	surface	without	bubbles.	It	comes	in	bottles	in	four	grades,	#500	(the	

thickest	formula),	#1000	in	gray	and	white	and	a	new	#1200	that	is	currently	available	only	in	a	spray	can.		

As	a	Filler		

The	#500	grade	is	great	for	filling	small	seams,	ejection	pin	marks	and	flaws	on	the	model	surface.	I	apply	it	using	

a	paintbrush	and	thin	it	if	necessary	using	Gunze	Sangyo	Mr.	Thinner.	Once	it	has	dried	you	can	sand	the	surface.	

Mr.	Surfacer	can	be	sanded	to	a	very	fine,	feathered	edge.	If	you	are	filling	a	seam	like	a	wing	root	or	canopy	

frame	you	can	remove	Mr.	Surfacer	using	a	Q-tip	and	a	small	amount	of	the	Gunze	Sangyo	thinner.	This	method	

provides	a	great	transition	fill	without	removing	any	detail	plus	the	thinner	does	not	attack	the	plastic.		
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This	brings	me	to	the	only	disadvantages.	It	isn't	intended	to	fill	

large	gaps.	Because	it	is	so	thin	when	compared	to	putties	it	tends	

to	shrink.	I	may	apply	two	or	three	coats	to	fill	a	seam.	For	large	

gaps	I	will	use	super	glue	and	finish	the	fill	with	Mr.	Surfacer.	It	

may	be	an	extra	step	but	the	product’s	lack	of	bubbles	and	fast	

drying	time	more	than	make	up	for	the	extra	step.		

As	a	Primer		

Mr.	Surfacer	#1000	makes	a	GREAT	primer.	It	can	be	thinned	with	

Gunze	 Sangyo	 thinner,	 or	 Lacquer	 Thinner	 as	 I	 have	 used	 and	

airbrushed	onto	the	model.	(If	you	don't	have	an	airbrush,	it	also	

comes	in	a	spray	cans).		

Using	 it	 as	 a	primer	 the	 first	 time	 is	 an	 interesting	experience.		

I	prefer	lacquer	thinner	because	it	really	etches	the	primer	to	the	

surface	of	the	model.	For	airbrushing	I	thin	the	Mr.	Surfacer	#1000	with	lacquer	thinner	in	a	50/50	mix.	I	apply	

the	mixture	with	a	number	of	coats	misted	over	the	model	at	approximately	15-psi.	It	blends	perfectly	with	any	

areas	you	have	used	the	Mr.	Surfacer	#500	to	fill	and	provides	an	even	finished	primer	coat	on	the	model.	It	

takes	very	little	time	to	dry	and	the	primer	allows	every	detail	to	show,	but	it	fills	any	small	sanding	scratches	

that	remain.		

Now	for	the	cool	part...once	the	primer	has	dried	it	can	be	polished	to	almost	a	gloss	finish	using	a	soft	cotton	

cloth.	This	provides	an	even	surface	to	apply	different	shades	of	paint	and	works	well	as	an	undercoat	for	Alclad	

natural	metal	finished	aircraft.	I	have	actually	tinted	the	Mr.	Surfacer	with	Gunze	Sangyo	colors	that	providing	

aircraft	panel	demarcation	when	it	is	over-sprayed	with	the	final	finished	color.		

Mr.	Surfacer	#1200	(gray):	Currently	only	available	in	a	spray	can	--	smoothest	finish	of	the	Gunze	primers.		

Mr.	Surfacer	#1000	(white):	A	great	base	for	colorful,	brightly	finished	aircraft	or	cars.	Comes	in	either	bottle	or	
spray	can.		

Mr.	Surfacer	#1000	(gray):	Comes	in	a	bottle	or	spray	can.		

Mr.	Surfacer	500	(gray):	Also	comes	in	a	bottle	or	spray	can	form.	The	"500"	means	it's	rougher	and	thicker	than	
the	1000	or	1200,	which	makes	it	more	useful	for	filling	small	pinholes,	cracks,	and	other	anomalies.		

Mr.	Resin	Primer:	Special	formulation	of	primer	used	in	priming	resin	kits.	Comes	in	a	bottle.	 


